Jobs-Centered Development:
The Need for a New Approach

O

ver the past decade, jobs-centered development has emerged
as a promising alternative to the South’s traditional strategies of

economic and workforce development.
Following the Second World War, southern leaders waged an aggressive
campaign to transform the regional economy. To this end, officials mixed
public policies with private market forces to create jobs and cultivate a
more skilled workforce. In doing so, they created a distinctive model of
economic growth: a model based on luring industries south by offering
a low-cost business climate, subsidizing key expenses, and providing
customized workforce training.
Viewed in one light, this strategy has paid impressive dividends. In
little more than six decades, the South has turned itself from a national
economic laggard into a leader. Between 1980 and 2000, for instance,
regional per capita personal income – an important yardstick of
economic well-being – rose by 43 percent after adjusting for inflation.
On an annualized basis, nine southern states recorded rates of per
capita income growth at or above the national one.
Yet this prosperity largely has bypassed the South’s low-income people
and places. The region continues to trail the nation on vital measures of
economic and social well-being and remains America’s poorest section.
In 2007, some 8.5 million Southerners – 15 percent of the region’s
population – had incomes below the federal poverty level; another 10.8
million individuals had incomes too high to be officially poor but too
low to make ends meet.
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Figure 1:
Jobs-Centered Development in
Action: The Arkansas Career
Pathways Initiative
One of the most noted examples of jobscentered development is the Arkansas
Career Pathways Initiative. The program
began in 2003 as a partnership between
the Southern Good Faith Fund, a nonprofit organization in Little Rock, and two
community colleges. The impetus for this
human capital strategy came when the
colleges realized that they were unsure
of how best to serve increasing numbers
of low-income students. The fund, meanwhile, was experienced in serving that
population and had a design model it was
looking to test. Even though no dedicated
funding was available, college leaders
trusted the fund and agreed to partner
with it in order to experiment with new
approaches tailored to local employment
opportunities in fields like health care
and manufacturing.
The project’s goal was to better connect
low-skill, low-income adults to postsecondary education and careers in highgrowth fields. In 2005, after the initial effort proved successful, the state decided
to invest public funds to expand the initiative to 11 colleges. The funding for this
expansion came from Arkansas’ Temporary Aid to Needy Families (TANF) block
grant. As a result, the program focused
initially on TANF-eligible individuals and
provided not just education, but also such
extensive support services as childcare,
transportation, tuition assistance, and
counseling. In time, the governor’s office
took an interest in the program – thanks
in part to its participation in an academy
sponsored by the National Governors Association – and backed an expansion to all
22 of the state’s two-year colleges. Today,
the public sector runs the program, and
the fund plays no formal role.
Over its first two years of statewide operation, the Career Pathways Initiative
served 5,983 individuals and awarded 955
credentials of various kinds. Additionally,
during its second full year of operation, 90
percent of enrolled students either earned
a credential or continued as enrolled students. Furthermore, the project managed
to improve community college practices
by helping the colleges become more responsive to the needs of low-income students. Changes include reforming remediation, accelerating services, shortening
credit programs and addressing multiple
barriers at the same time.

By the late 1990s, it was becoming obvious that the economic
challenges confronting low-income Southerners and communities
were a by-product of the region’s customar y approach to economic and
workforce development – an approach which revolves around selling
the region on the basis of low labor and business costs and pays little
attention to questions of economic equity. The guiding assumption has
been that robust job creation will resolve social ills like poverty and
inequality. This has not happened.
In response, regional officials have begun experimenting with new
methods of job creation and skills formation. While these experiments
have occurred in a piecemeal, decentralized manner, they share
enough common characteristics to form a distinct field of practice
known as jobs-centered development. This model focuses on growing
a regional economy by cultivating the skilled workforces demanded
by local industries and connecting area residents – especially lowincome ones – to quality jobs, educational opportunities, and career
pathways (Figure 1).
Understanding the need for jobs-centered development as an
alternative model of regional advancement requires a familiarity
with the shortcomings of traditional methods. Specifically, leaders
interested in pursuing jobs-centered development must possess an
awareness of the extent of low-wage work in the South; a recognition
of how low-wage work flows from the region’s standard approach to
economic and workforce development; and a familiarity with the basic
goals, components, and assumptions of jobs-centered development. An
understanding of the lessons learned so far and the challenges posed
by the ongoing recession also is needed.

Low-Wage Work in the American South
Despite the South’s impressive record of overall economic growth,
millions of residents struggle to find work that provides a decent living for
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Figure 2: Low-Income Persons in the South, 2007, by State
Persons Below the
Federal Poverty Level

All Persons
State

#

%

#

%

Persons Between 100%
and 200% of the Federal
Poverty Level
#

All Persons with Low-Incomes
(Below 200% of the Federal
Poverty Level)

%

#

%

Regional Rank by
Low-Income
Persons
1=Highest Share

AL

4,506,549 100.0%

759,835

16.9%

914,218

20.3%

1,674,053

37.1%

6

AR

2,753,919 100.0%

492,052

17.9%

626,278

22.7%

1,118,330

40.6%

2

GA

9,286,158 100.0%

1,323,828

14.3%

1,740,999

18.7%

3,064,827

33.0%

10

KY

4,120,513 100.0%

714,080

17.3%

828,198

20.1%

1,542,278

37.4%

5

LA

4,166,756 100.0%

775,425

18.6%

848,739

20.4%

1,624,164

39.0%

4

MS

2,821,649 100.0%

581,534

20.6%

649,970

23.0%

1,231,504

43.6%

1

NC

8,793,290 100.0%

1,258,988

14.3%

1,735,740

19.7%

2,994,728

34.1%

9

SC

4,270,155 100.0%

641,758

15.0%

845,738

19.8%

1,487,496

34.8%

8

TN

5,996,979 100.0%

953,865

15.9%

1,186,393

19.8%

2,140,258

35.7%

7

VA

7,466,205 100.0%

742,680

9.9%

1,039,043

13.9%

1,781,723

23.9%
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WV

1,763,476 100.0%

298,172

16.9%

390,698

22.2%

688,870

39.1%

3

South

55,945,649

100.0%

8,542,217

15.3%

10,806,014

19.3%

19,348,231

34.6%

-

US

293,744,043

100.0%

38,052,247

13.0%

52,082,116

17.7%

90,134,363

30.7%

-

Source: 2007 American Community Survey

themselves and their families. In 2007, 35 percent of the region’s residents
– some 19.3 million individuals – had low-incomes; of these persons, 8.5

“

In every
southern state
save Virginia,
low-income
residents
accounted for
at least one-third
of the population
in 2007.

”

million lived in poverty. In ever y state but Virginia, low-income residents
accounted for at least one-third of the population (Figure 2).
The problems associated with earning low incomes touch Southerners of ever y age, gender, race, and ethnicity. In ever y southern state,
a greater proportion of women than men have low incomes, as do African-American residents relative to white ones, Hispanic individuals
compared to non-Hispanic ones and foreign-born persons compared to
native-born ones. And in ever y state, at least one-third of all children
reside in families with low-incomes.
Low-income households are found in ever y part of the South. Various
studies suggest that the states along the Gulf Coast have greater
concentrations of low-income households than do the states bordering
the Atlantic Ocean. Similarly, the greatest concentrations of low-income
households are found in the historic “Black Belt,” the region stretching
from the Virginia Tidewater through the coastal Carolinas into Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and up the Mississippi River.
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Alarmingly, the majority of the South’s low-income residents live in
households in which someone is working. Although the exact share
of the low-income population deemed “working” depends upon the
definition used, estimates suggest that it is large regardless. For
example, the Working Poor Families Project, a national effort to
improve state workforce policies, classifies a family as “working” if it is
employed for at least 39 weeks in a year. Of the southern families that
met that criterion in 2005, 31 percent had low incomes. The proportion
of such families ranged from a low of 21 percent in Virginia to a high of
32 percent in Mississippi.
The fact that so many Southerners have low incomes despite working
raises troubling questions about the structure of the labor market.
Over the past two decades, the South’s industrial composition has
shifted radically. Between 1990 and 2005, private non-farm employment
increased by 38 percent. Manufacturing employment fell sharply while
retail and ser vice-sector employment surged. In fact, ser vice and retail
fields now employ seven out of ever y ten private-sector workers in the
South. This shift matters because job quality differs across industries.
Manufacturing and production fields tend to have higher concentrations
of quality jobs than do ser vice industries, which typically offer
employment opportunities divided into two categories: poorly-paying
ones demanding workers with relatively few skills and well-paying
ones requiring greater skill levels.
These shifts are mirrored in changes to the region’s occupational profile. Today, many of the fastest-growing occupations are those tied to
ser vice industries, particularly those related to food preparation and
health care. In North Carolina, for instance, food preparation and service occupations are expected to have nearly 19,000 annual openings
between 2006 and 2016. Across the South, such low-paying ser vice-related occupations as cashiers, cooks, and housekeepers are the ones
expected to grow the fastest in coming years.
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Compounding these industrial and occupational shifts are changes in
firm practices and public policies. In response to cost-cutting, profitmaximizing, and competitive pressures, many firms have abandoned

“

Taken together,
changes in
industrial and
occupational
structures, firm
practices, and
public policies
have increased
the number
of low-quality
jobs available
to workers.

”

long-term labor relationships in favor of flat organizational structures
and contingent employment relationships. At the same time, public
institutions intended to bolster the treatment and bargaining power
of workers – institutions such as the minimum wage, full-employment
policies, and collective bargaining – have lost much of their force. The
result has been to place downward pressures on wages.
In 2005, for instance, the share of southern jobs that paid less than
$13.20 per hour and provided neither health care nor retirement
benefits ranged from a high of 36 percent in Arkansas to a low of 28
percent in Virginia. While such low-quality jobs might be tolerated
if they represented a first stop on a career path, mounting evidence
suggests that they too often are a final destination. The consequence: a
troubling disconnect between wages and benefits offered by many jobs
and resources needed to meet basic living expenses, to say nothing of
building wealth.

The Limitations of the Traditional Development Model
In the South, low-wage work and its attendant problems are intertwined
not only with changes in industrial structures, occupational profiles,
firm practices, and public policies; but also with the region’s traditional
approach to economic and workforce development – an approach
centered on recruiting jobs by offering a low-cost business environment,
subsidizing key firm expenses, and providing customized workforce
training (Figure 3).
To overcome the economic problems that confronted the region prior
to the Second World War, southern leaders moved aggressively to
attract jobs into the region. Central to this effort was the development
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of sophisticated industrial recruitment strategies designed to lure
labor-intensive, cost-sensitive enterprises. Put differently, southern
leaders marketed their states as low-tax, low-regulation places where

“

In fact, ser vice
and retail fields
now employ
seven out of
ever y ten
private-sector
workers in
the South.

”

businesses could minimize their production costs, especially their
labor costs. One way to minimize those costs was to use public funds to
subsidize such key expenses as site acquisition and utility connections,
but another approach was to use public policy to push down labor costs
– a legacy reflected in the South’s weak wage standards, paltr y social
insurance systems, and fierce anti-unionism.
Consider manufacturing. Because southern states generally lacked the
resources and amenities needed to attract advanced manufacturers,
they instead recruited highly competitive, cost-sensitive industries
like textile manufacturing. Maintaining the necessar y cost advantages,
however, required southern states to hold down labor expenses by
deterring unionization, by steering firms to rural areas with relatively
captive labor forces, and by limiting educational opportunities.
This fostered a regional manufacturing industr y that, while large in
employment terms, used comparatively less-skilled workers to produce
Figure 3: Traditional Economic and Workforce Development
Overview

Economic Development
Economic development is “the intersection
of public policy and commerce for creating
jobs, prosperity, business and wealth.”

Workforce Development
Workforce development aims to “provide,
fund or induce increases in employment
and skill levels as well as policies that
redistribute opportunities for employment
and skill increases.”

Rationale

Job growth/creation; expand local tax base

Improve labor market efficiency; ensure
equity for disadvantaged groups

Key Actors

State-level agencies like commerce departments, postsecondary educational institutions, quasi-public organizations, business
assistance groups

Federally-funded one stop centers, twoyear colleges, adult literacy programs,
public employment exchanges

Central Strategies Business attraction; business expansion;
business formation

Limitations

Overreliance upon public subsidies; limited
accountability; little evidence that it influences business decisions; minimal impact
on low-income people and places

Education, training and retraining of
workers; matching of qualified workers to
employment opportunities; enhancement
of workforce security
Few tangible results; overstretched and
underfunded system; weak ties to local
economic actors; conflicting goals; flawed
performance measures; minimal attention
to questions of equity

Source: Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation, When Any Job Isn’t Enough: Jobs-Centered Development in
the American South, 2009.
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comparatively low-value goods. Consequently, southern manufacturing
workers typically earned much less than did their non-southern peers.
This wage gap seldom concerned regional leaders who instead were
guided by the belief that “any job is a good job.” As a result, officials
focused on adding as many jobs as possible and paid little attention to
questions of job quality and economic equity. Instead they assumed
that robust job growth would lead to the resolution of social ills like
poverty and inequality. Ironically, a refusal to consider equity concerns
combined with an insistence on holding down wages, minimizing
public investments, and diverting tax dollars to business subsidies
star ved many communities of the resources needed to make long-term
investments and locked in a self-reinforcing pattern of low wages and
slow growth.
The minimal interest in equity also manifested itself in the region’s
traditional approach to workforce development. As industrial recruitment
efforts developed, it became obvious that the South’s relatively less
skilled workforce deterred some firms from relocating. In response,
states developed various vocational and customized training programs
to buttress support recruitment strategies. North Carolina, for
instance, began providing free customized training to firms in 1957 and
also established a statewide network of industrial education centers –
centers that eventually became the foundation of the state’s community
college system. Other states adopted similar measures, and today,
vocational and customized training remains an essential ingredient in
many regional economic development deals.
While the southern approach to workforce development helped
individuals acquire the skills needed to work in specific plants, the
intention was to aid industrial recruitment, not alleviate poverty or assist
low-income individuals. In short, workforce development strategies
were used to meet business needs and further subsidize firm costs.
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The Jobs-Centered Development Alternative
Starting in the 1990s, a growing awareness that traditional approaches to
economic and workforce development had failed to benefit low-income
people and places convinced some southern leaders to experiment with
more integrated models of job creation and skill formation (Figure 4).
Figure 4:
Jobs-Centered Development
and Sectoral Development
Jobs-centered development is in many
ways similar to sectoral development, an
approach that has taken root in other parts
of the country. Although the sectoral approach holds considerable promise, its
relevance to the South remains unproven.
The model originated in large non-southern, metropolitan areas with thick labor
markets and different policy traditions.
Based on a literature review and interviews with regional experts, it appears
that the conditions needed to sustain a
pure sectoral approach exist in relatively
few southern communities and even fewer
non-metropolitan ones.
This report consequently uses the term
jobs-centered development to denote a
broader set of programs and strategies
than captured in the existing national
conversation of sectoral development.
While the two concepts share much in
common, jobs-centered development encompasses a wider range of strategies
grounded in the South’s economic realities and policy traditions. For instance,
jobs-centered development includes strategies aimed at fostering rural entrepreneurship.

Although these experiments have occurred in a piecemeal fashion,
they share enough common characteristics to form a distinct field of
practice known as jobs-centered development.
This approach represents a promising alternative to standard regional
strategies of economic and workforce development – an alternative that
blends longstanding economic and workforce development practices in
ways that benefit businesses, workers, and communities. Specifically,
jobs-centered development pursues five goals:
= It aims to achieve a “triple-bottom line.” For workers, it strives
to build skills and careers; for businesses, supply skilled workers; for
communities, increase prosperity.
= It seeks to address the demand side of the labor market by
engaging employers – ideally multiple employers – in industries facing
shortages of skilled workers. And in regions with weak labor markets
and relatively few employers, it promotes entrepreneurship and business
development opportunities tied to local assets.
= It helps to build the skills of low-income individuals by providing the education and training opportunities needed to pursue careers
in promising regional industries.
= It works to foster intermediar y organizations able to steer development efforts due to knowledge of target industries, an ability to
integrate disparate public systems, and an entrepreneurial mindset.
= It pushes for policy and institutional changes designed to make
public institutions, labor markets, and employers more responsive to
the needs of low-income workers.
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The Components of Jobs-Centered Development
Owing to its youth, jobs-centered development lacks a standardized model and a consistent terminology; even the name “jobs-centered develop-

“

Starting in the
1990s, a growing
awareness
that traditional
approaches
to economic
and workforce
development had
failed to benefit
low-income
people and
places convinced
some southern
leaders to
experiment with
more integrated
models of job
creation and skill
formation.

ment” is an arbitrary one selected for its descriptive value. Based on the
existing literature and on expert opinions, well-regarded models of jobscentered development typically possess five key components (Figure 5):
= Awareness of the macro context.
= Sophisticated understanding of the regional economy.
= Knowledge of industr y realities.
= Commitment to worker development and advancement.
= Reliance upon high-performing intermediar y organizations.
Figure 5: Jobs-Centered Development Model

”

Macro Context: A hallmark of jobs-centered development is its intense
focus on regional economic opportunities. Nevertheless, individual regions are embedded in larger national and global contexts, and there
exist important economic factors – factors such as trade policy, labor
9
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standards, and immigration laws – which influence a region but are
beyond its control. Successful jobs-centered development efforts are
mindful of those limitations and seek to shape the economic factors within their sphere of influence.

Regional Economy and Assets: A belief that regions possess distinct
sets of industries, workers, and assets animates jobs-centered development. Yet this idea is a difficult one to operationalize because there are
many ways to define a region or organize efforts. The first challenge, then,
is to select a region. After answering that question, the architects of a jobscentered development effort must select an aspect of the economy to emphasize: possibilities include an industry (e.g. manufacturing), a cluster
of related industries (e.g. furniture production), an economic sector (e.g.
health care) and a labor market (e.g. Raleigh, NC) Finally, consideration
must be given to the available regional resources, particularly the civic
capacity and leadership needed to sustain an initiative.

Workers: Workers, particularly low-income ones, are a key constituency
in jobs-centered development. Such efforts typically are justified as a
way of responding to mismatches between the supply of and demand for
skilled adult workers, meaning workers with some level of formal education beyond high school but less than a four-year degree. In fact, various
projections suggest that nearly half of all job openings between 2004 and
2014 will require workers with such “middle skills.” At the same time,
many low-income workers lack middle skills and face obstacles that hinder their ability to acquire new ones. To that end, jobs-centered development endeavors to help individuals acquire career-relevant skills by eliminating training barriers, accelerating the time it takes to earn credentials,
and integrating work and educational opportunities.
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Industr y: Business participation is an essential component of jobscentered development, but it often is the hardest one to acquire and maintain. National experiences suggest that shortages of skilled workers are
what drive individual businesses and groups of businesses to participate

Figure 6:
The Limitations of
Workforce Intermediaries

in collaborative efforts. Models that successfully help firms cultivate
skilled workers are the most likely to succeed. Moreover, efforts that

While important, intermediaries are not
silver bullets for regional change. As with
small businesses, many intermediaries
fail, either organizationally or in their
ability to achieve desired outcomes.
Those failures, in turn, may result from
an intermediary’s inability to overcome
any or all of six obstacles:

focus on industries with clear advancement pathways marked by recog-

= Intermediaries often struggle to
secure funding as few public or philanthropic sources under write intermediation.

Firm involvement becomes more challenging in communities with weak

nized credentials are most apt to benefit low-income workers. For those
reasons, successful jobs-centered development efforts tend to favor such
industries as health care, manufacturing, and construction.

labor markets and relatively few employers – a situation common in much

Intermediaries often struggle with
capacity issues. This is especially true
for public institutions with cultures and
structures that discourage innovation
and community-based organizations
with resource limitations or weak
connections to the business community.

of the non-metropolitan South. In those communities, a jobs-centered de-

= Intermediaries often struggle to
achieve scale. They may provide good
ser vices and help some people and
businesses but the collective impact is
too small to alter a regional economy.

sustainable agriculture or folk crafts.

=

=

Intermediaries often struggle to
balance organizational needs with their
roles as honest brokers. To succeed,
intermediaries must be trusted and seen
as impartial, yet intermediaries also
have their own organizational realities
that may conflict with those of other
stakeholders.

=

Intermediaries often struggle to
ser ve smaller geographies. Intermediation originated in urban environments
with thick labor markets, deep networks
of potential intermediaries, and a tradition
of supporting workforce efforts. Relatively
few serve small metropolitan and rural
areas like those found in much of the
South.

=

Intermediaries often struggle to
cultivate the leadership needed to
thrive organizationally and sustain an
initiative.

velopment approach might focus not on engaging a specific employer or
industry, but instead on supporting entrepreneurship and business development opportunities tied to an important local economic asset like

Intermediaries: Workforce intermediaries play an essential role in jobscentered development by nurturing business growth, improving employment opportunities for low-income workers, and reforming public policies
and firm practices. By combining deep knowledge of the specific needs of
workers, businesses, and communities with an entrepreneurial mindset,
intermediaries help forge diverse stakeholders into effective local partnerships. Although intermediary organizations matter, they are by no
means a silver bullet: establishing, growing, and maintaining an effective
intermediary is no simple task (Figure 6).
Four kinds of organizations typically serve as intermediaries: unions, industry partnerships, public institutions and nonprofit organizations. Each
type possesses distinct strengths and weakness.
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= Union-based intermediaries are highly knowledgeable of the needs
of a specific industry and the workers in that industry. At the same time,
union-based programs often are more expensive to operate and they also
confront difficulties in serving non-unionized workers and industries split
between unionized and non-unionized firms. One successful example of
this approach in the health care field is the Training and Upgrade Fund
run by Local 1199C of the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees in Philadelphia, PA.
= Industr y partnerships operated jointly by stakeholders representing businesses and workers are well-positioned to bring together diverse
actors with a common stake in a particular industry. Yet partnerships are
difficult to organize, maintain, and finance. Differing organizational cultures and structures hinder efforts to achieve scale, build pathways for
low-income workers, and partner with public systems. A noted example of
this approach in the manufacturing field is the Wisconsin Regional Training Partnership in Milwaukee.
= Public institutions of different types serve as intermediaries. Interestingly, one stop career centers seldom provide intermediation services,
even though their organizational structure makes them seemingly ideal
intermediaries. Perhaps the most promising public intermediaries are
two-year colleges. These institutions are scattered geographically, tied to
local labor markets, and connected to low-income students. At the same
time, two-year colleges grapple with institutional and financial realities
that hinder them from taking a long-term view and providing the supportive services frequently needed by low-income students. In response,
many efforts involving two-year colleges also involve another intermediary that works to build a college’s capacity to serve as an intermediary
on its own.
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= Nonprofit organizations of three different kinds regularly function
as workforce intermediaries: community-based organizations, technical
organizations, and hybrid organizations. At first glance, community-based
Figure 7:
Rural Entrepreneurship and
Jobs-Centered Development
In the South, entrepreneurship frequently
is discussed as a promising strategy for
rural communities. Yet it is not a cure-all
for the failure of traditional development
efforts; rather, it often is the only viable
option for rural residents due to the
limited economic prospects found in many
rural places.
Even in the best of circumstances,
starting a business is a complicated
undertaking requiring access to capital,
an enabling business environment, local
networks, appropriate infrastructure
(including access to broadband) and
supportive government policies. In rural
communities, some or all of these factors
often are missing, especially in relation to
the kinds of micro-enterprises that typify
rural entrepreneurship. Moreover, places
with limited economic resources are apt
to have limited local demand and will
struggle to support local businesses. Small
rural ventures also are very sensitive to
the larger economic climate.
None of this is meant to imply that
entrepreneurship is not a viable strategy
for fields in which rural communities have
advantages or resources. Organizations
like HandMade in America in western
North Carolina have proven the impact
of entrepreneurship when it is provided
through
jobs-centered
development
models. Similarly, the Central Appalachian
Network, a multi-state association of eight
nonprofit organizations, is using many of
the elements of jobs-centered development
to help create local businesses grounded in
a distinctive understanding of sustainable
growth. Nevertheless, such efforts should
be viewed realistically if they are to prove
successful.

organizations (e.g. Acercamiento Hispano in Columbia, SC) appear ideally
suited to function as workforce intermediaries given their close ties to local
communities, but many organizations lack the capacity, stability, expertise
and credibility needed to engage key stakeholders. Technical organizations
(e.g. MDC, Inc. in Chapel Hill, NC) are larger, more established entities
that possess a deep knowledge of workforce systems, connections to funding sources, and extensive expertise. However, while these organizations
have a depth of experience, they often lack broad community support.
Finally, hybrid organizations (e.g. Project QUEST in San Antonio, TX) combine the strengths of community and technical organizations. Although
such efforts can be successful, many struggle to achieve scale.

Strategies of Jobs-Centered Development
The building blocks of jobs-centered development may be used to deliver
a variety of strategies tailored to local conditions. In a farming region,
for example, the model’s components could be organized to support an
entrepreneurship strategy centered on sustainable agriculture (Figure 7).
For simplicity’s sake, development strategies may be grouped into four
broad categories based on their primary emphasis: traded industry strategies; non-traded industry strategies; human capital strategies; and systems reform strategies.
= Traded

industr y

strategies are grounded in the standard

economic development assumption that regional growth hinges
upon a community’s ability to export goods and ser vices to external
customers. An example of this strategy is North Carolina’s Life Science
Manufacturing Initiative, which prepares workers for manufacturingrelated positions in biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and related firms.
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= Non-traded industr y strategies center on industries that primarily
ser ve local customers, such as health care and child care. An example
of this strategy is the work of alt.Consulting, a Memphis-based business
development organization, to help create child care businesses across
the Mississippi Delta.
= Human capital strategies aim to improve the education and
skills of individual workers. Such strategies are more educational
in nature and aim to improve both individual skills and the ability of
institutions to ser ve those individuals. An example of this strategy is
the Arkansas Career Pathways Initiative, which connects low-income
adults to postsecondar y education opportunities linked to careers in
high-growth fields.
= Systems reform strategies work to produce widespread changes
in the labor market or public institutions. An example of this strategy
is the Virginia Career Pathways Initiative, an ongoing effort to create
a statewide career pathways program that would help workers acquire
the education needed to advance in certain growing industries.
Over the last decade, jobs-centered development has emerged as a
promising regional development model. Nevertheless, the approach is a
relatively new and ill-defined one. Going forward, a central challenge will
be to tap the potential of jobs-centered development for the benefit of firms,
communities, and workers, especially low-income ones, across the South.

Lessons Learned:
The Context for Jobs-Centered Development
Although jobs-centered development has unfolded in a highly
decentralized, highly localized manner, promising programs must
account for three common contextual realities: a recognition of the
limitations of the traditional southern development model, a realization
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that the applicability of innovative national practices to the South remains
unproven, and an opportunity to take advantage of changes in the
regional conversation about economic and workforce development.
Perhaps the most important contextual factor related to jobs-centered
development is that the South’s standard growth model inadequately
ser ves low-income individuals, non-metropolitan communities, and
small businesses. As mentioned previously, southern economic
development long has revolved around the recruitment of businesses
through the use of public subsidies and has paid little attention to
creating or expanding businesses. Not only is this approach costly,
but it also tends to privilege metropolitan areas as they are the places
typically favored by relocating firms. It also pays little attention to
questions of economic equity and assumes that any job is a good one,
no matter the wages, benefits, and advancement possibilities.
In responding to those limitations, southern leaders first sought
inspiration from promising practices taking hold in other parts of the
countr y, such as sectoral development. Yet as time passed, it became
clear that the relevance of innovative national efforts to the South,
especially the non-metropolitan South, remain unproven. Nationally,
promising reform efforts have unfolded mainly in large, northern
metropolitan areas like Chicago: places characterized by large sizes,
thick labor markets, deep ser vice and resource networks, and high
union densities. In contrast, many southern communities in places like
the Mississippi Delta and Appalachia lack those resources and therefore
have been on the peripher y of the national discussion.
Proponents of jobs-centered development also have seized upon a shift in
the regional conversation about economic and workforce development.
Beginning in the 1990s, leaders in the economic and workforce
development fields began to reappraise traditional methods, respond
to changes in national policies, and grapple with demographic shifts in
the workforce. These changes elevated the importance of workforce
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skills as an essential ingredient of regional economic competitiveness
- a view reflected in the saying “economic development is workforce
development.” That attitude, in turn, has facilitated innovation and
experimentation.

“

No jobscentered
development
effort can
succeed
without civic
leadership and
partnerships
with the
‘right’ local
stakeholders.

”

Lessons Learned: Program Design
The process of creating and sustaining jobs-centered development
initiatives across the South has yielded insights into how best to design
a program. Three lessons in particular merit consideration.
First, experience teaches that industr y involvement is vital to jobscentered development, but just how much involvement is subject to
debate. Business involvement is a key building block, and successful
efforts carefully engage employers - ideally multiple employers - in
industries facing shortages of skilled workers. Yet practitioners disagree
over the appropriate role of businesses. Should firms be involved
intimately in an initiative, or should they simply signal needed skills
and then be willing to hire qualified candidates? And what role should
business involvement play in communities with weak labor markets
and relatively few employers? In such places, significant employer
engagement may be impractical, and efforts might better focus instead
on entrepreneurship and business development opportunities tied to
local economic assets.
Second, workforce intermediaries stand at the center of successful
efforts. Jobs-centered development projects hinge upon the ability
of intermediar y organizations - organizations like unions, industr y
partnerships, public agencies, and nonprofit organizations - to ser ve
as flexible, entrepreneurial brokers that are trusted by employers
and workers due to their knowledge of the needs of each. Not
ever y organization, however, is suited to play the intermediar y role.
Community-based organizations, for instance, often lack either the
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capacity to provide complex intermediation ser vices or the credibility
needed to bring key stakeholders to the table. An awareness of the
strengths and weakness of different types of intermediaries therefore
is an essential part of any successful undertaking.
Third, jobs-centered development requires civic leadership to succeed.
No jobs-centered development effort can succeed without civic leadership and partnerships with the “right” local stakeholders. For example,
it was a relationship with the right administrators at a local two-year
college that enabled the Southern Good Faith Fund, a nonprofit organization, to pilot the project that ultimately grew into the Arkansas Career
Pathways Initiative. Similarly, without the support of the governor, that
program never would have been expanded. to all of the state’s two-year
colleges. Absent leadership, even the most promising projects will fail,
regardless of their quality.

Lessons Learned: Advancing Equity
A defining characteristic of jobs-centered development is a commitment
to provide educational and career-building opportunities for low-income
individuals. Fostering economic equity, however, is a complex challenge
with which jobs-centered development initiatives constantly grapple.
Practical experience suggests issues of equity are difficult to address.
Jobs-centered development efforts strive to improve the quality of
jobs available to workers by influencing firm practices and the ways in
which local labor markets operate. Yet perhaps owing to the relative
youth of jobs-centered development, few have achieved the scale
needed to achieve meaningful reforms. Industries characterized by low
wages may participate in jobs-centered development efforts, but they
generally maintain their labor practices. Typically, efforts that involve
unions and organized workplaces are better able to improve job quality;
efforts that lack union involvement often tr y to achieve similar results by
mimicking union functions, focusing on high-road employers, ensuring
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that workers have access to work supports, emphasizing career building,
and supporting improvements in labor market standards.
Moreover, third-sector efforts are essential to advancing equity. Perhaps the greatest shortcoming of the South’s traditional model of economic and workforce development is its silence regarding questions
of economic structure and distribution. Many of the region’s public
institutions like two-year colleges, meanwhile, confront cultural, political, financial, and organizational obstacles that limit their ability to
advance equity. Given those limitations, third-sector organizations like
non-profits and foundations must play a special role in jobs-centered
development. Organizations equipped to partner with public systems
must push those institutions to better address equity concerns. For example, in many initiatives involving two-year colleges, another organization, typically a nonprofit, will join with a college in order to provide
ser vices and equip the college to one day ser ve as an intermediar y in
its own right.

Lessons Learned: Emerging Opportunities
Events of the past decade have illustrated the potential of jobs-centered
development to grow local economies, create employment opportunities
for low-income individuals, and reform public policies and institutional
practices. Specifically, promising models are built upon five building
blocks: awareness of the macro context, understanding of a regional
economy, knowledge of business requirements, emphasis on the needs
of workers, and a reliance upon trusted intermediar y organizations.
These elements, in turn, can be combined in different ways to deliver
a variety of strategies tailored to local conditions. Going for ward, a key
question is how best to advance jobs-centered development and other
innovative practices.
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For most of its short existence, jobs-centered development has
Figure 8:
Emerging Opportunities:
The Green Economy

struggled to gain policy and political traction. Today, however, the policy
landscape is becoming more favorable. Since taking office in Januar y

Within the past year, the term “green
economy” has burst into the national
consciousness. The appeal of the concept
is the idea that it is possible to address
simultaneously two vexing national
problems: environmental degradation
and an underperforming labor market.
According to proponents, the process of
addressing environmental concerns will
create quality employment opportunities
for a broad swath of the workforce.

2009, the Obama administration has signaled its support for new models
of workforce and economic development, especially in areas related to
health care and the “green economy” (Figure 8). The American Recover y
and Reinvestment Act, for instance, not only injects funds into a variety
of federal workforce development programs, but also extends funding
to support innovations. These developments are positive ones, but the
main challenge will be to ensure that new efforts truly embody the

To a large degree, green industries are
not new ones; rather, they are existing
industries that produce different kinds
of products or services or use new
techniques. Specifically, analyses of green
jobs find that many of them are middle
skill occupations - meaning occupations
that require workers with more than
a high school diploma but less than a
four-year degree - like carpenters, HVAC
technicians, machinists, and welders.

key principles of jobs-centered development, especially its emphasis on

So far, southern efforts to grow the green
economy have focused on its traded
segments, particularly the manufacture
of wind and solar energy systems. The
manufacturing base not only plays to
the traditional strengths of southern
economic and workforce development,
but also makes a tempting candidate for
jobs-centered development. However,
most efforts to date have focused
primarily on providing subsidies to firms
and have paid relatively little attention
to workforce issues. At the same time,
potential exists in other industries such
as construction and agricultural industries
like those tied to sustainable farming and
value-added agriculture.

adult students, and are dispersed geographically. In fact, in many non-

low-income people and places.
In the South, meanwhile, two-year colleges are emerging as valuable
workforce intermediaries and centers of innovation. Two-year colleges
are appealing partners for jobs-centered development, for they provide
quality training tailored to local labor markets, ser ve low-income
metropolitan areas, a two-year college may be the only major institutional
ser vice provider. Additionally, many colleges realize that they must
improve their ability to ser ve low-income students. To that end, many
colleges now are partnering with outside organizations

to create

programs that ser ve low-income students, meet the needs of regional
industries, and expand organizational capacities. Going for ward, the
role of two-year colleges likely will become even more prominent.

The relative youth of the green economy
makes it a promising but relatively untested venue for jobs-centered development. A challenge will be to ensure that
efforts to grow green industries embody
the key principles of jobs-centered development rather than replicating past
mistakes of competing exclusively on the
basis of low-labor costs and the provision
of public subsidies.
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Figure 9:
Jobs-Centered Development in
Action: The Latino Pathways Project
In recent years, the South has received a
sizable inflow of immigrants. Unfortunately,
existing public systems generally have
proven ill-equipped to meet the particular
educational and occupational needs
of those immigrants, especially those
originally from Latin America.
A desire to address that shortcoming
inspired Guilford Technical Community
College in Greensboro, NC, to partner
with MDC, Inc., a nonprofit organization,
to create the Latino Pathways Project. This
program strove to create a local workforce
partnership which would help immigrants
improve their literacy skills, access
educational opportunities, and prepare for
living-wage jobs in growing fields.
With start-up funding and technical
support from MDC, Guilford Tech helped
create a local consortium of organizations
dedicated to serving the region’s
burgeoning Latino population. To that
end, Guilford Tech created an educational
model that blended instruction in
English as a Second Language (ESL)
and occupational training. Courses were
offered in several fields, though most
students enrolled in the track leading
to employment as a certified nursing
assistant (CNA).
The CNA program developed by Guilford
Tech moves people through a four-step
training process lasting 14-15 weeks.
During the training phase, students take
classes for four nights a week: three nights
are devoted to practical skill training
taught by a bilingual instructor and the
other night is dedicated to ESL instruction
taught in a contextualized format.
Over the two years in which it received
start-up funding, the Latino Pathways
Project served nearly 400 individuals.
All graduates obtained employment,
and employed graduates posted income
gains. Despite those successes, financial
constraints prevented Guilford Tech
from continuing to operate the program.
Responsibility for the program has shifted
to a community-based organization, and its
future is unclear.

Recessionary Challenges to Jobs-Centered Development
To a large degree, many Southerners have been coping with a jobsshortage economy since the 2001 recession. In response, many
communities embraced elements of jobs-centered development. The
magnitude of the current recession, however, will compound the problems
while severely testing some of the fundamental assumptions upon
which jobs-centered development rests.
Owing to its roots in the economic context of the late 1990s, jobs-centered
development assumes that the basic challenge facing communities,
businesses, and individuals is a mismatch between the supply of and
demand for skilled workers. To meet those skill needs, jobs-centered
development aims to engage employers in industries facing shortages
of skilled workers while connecting workers to education and training
opportunities. This approach assumes there exists a robust demand for
labor and that tight labor markets will lead firms to consider hiring lowincome or non-traditional candidates (Figure 9). Yet in a weak economy,
firms postpone hiring and have the ability to employ comparatively
better skilled candidates displaced from other jobs. Absent tight labor
markets, employers have little incentive to participate in jobs-centered
development initiatives.
Another central characteristic of jobs-centered development is a
commitment to provide educational and career-building opportunities for
low-income individuals. Those opportunities, in turn, ideally will enable
individuals to secure quality jobs and build career pathways. Unfortunately,
depressed labor markets harm low-income workers in various ways:
= Depressed labor markets make it more difficult for low-income
individuals outside of the labor force to enter it and find a job, let alone a
quality one.
= Depressed labor markets lower the earnings of low-income individuals
as firms reduce available hours of work and eliminate positions.
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= Depressed labor markets constrain advancement possibilities.
= Depressed labor markets intensify the competition for available
jobs and place low-skilled individuals in competition with better skilled
applicants.
= Depressed labor markets limit improvements in job quality as the
excess supply of labor places downward pressure on wages and reduces
bargaining power.
= Depressed labor markets exacerbate the employment barriers
facing groups normally at a disadvantage in the labor market, such as
ex-offenders and adults deficient in basic literacy skills.
The current deep recession also is hampering the effectiveness of
workforce intermediaries and limiting their ability to push policy and
institutional changes. Workforce intermediaries play an essential role
in successful jobs-centered development efforts, but even in the best
of times, intermediaries struggle with funding and capacity issues.
Additionally, during recessions public and philanthropic funding streams
contract, making resources harder to procure. Similarly, funding
reductions are making it harder for public institutions like two-year
colleges to maintain existing ser vices, let alone innovate or implement
reforms. Opportunities for change, therefore, are becoming harder to
find and utilize.
Compounding these hardships is the fact that this recession is the first
severe one to have occurred since the shift of the American safety net
from a cash-based to work-based one. Prior to the 1990s, assistance to
low-income individuals took the form of cash or near-cash assistance,
but the welfare reform efforts in the 1990s replaced that approach with
work supports intended to supplement earnings. That approach only
works, however, when adequate numbers of jobs are available. Given
the scale of recent job losses, growing numbers of people are finding
themselves unemployed and unable to tap any assistance; consequently,
severe economic hardship is rising. In North Carolina, for example, the
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number of persons living in families receiving food stamps has increased
by 276,000 since the recession’s start. Put differently, the state’s food
stamp caseload has grown by more people than reside in the City of
Winston-Salem.

Responses and Opportunities
The changing economic landscape and the consequences of the
ongoing recession pose challenges and opportunities for jobs-centered
development, especially to its ability to ser ve low-income Southerners
and their communities. During this time of uncertainty, practitioners
and their allies could focus their attention on four areas.

Reposition for a changing economy. In the long-term, the basic
goals, components, and strategies of jobs-centered development will
remain relevant to regional growth, but in the short-term, jobs-centered
development initiatives likely will struggle to place people into positions.
Practitioners therefore might take the opportunity to reassess their
efforts and determine how best to respond to a changing economy.
This repositioning could involve five actions:
= Identify and learn about growth sectors in national and regional
economies.
= Build and deepen relationships with key local employers and develop
a nuanced understanding of industr y realities and workforce needs.
= Maintain a focus on low-income workers, analyze how changing
conditions impact those workers, and determine how best to connect
low-income workers to quality jobs and career pathways.
= Support the creation of entrepreneurial and small businesses tied to
local economic assets and help existing small firms thrive.
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= Advocate for changes in policies and practices that make public
institutions, labor markets, and employers more responsive to the
needs of low-income workers.
Figure 10: Emerging Opportunities:
The Creative Economy
In recent years, economic and workforce officials across the South have looked to the
“creative economy” as a promising source
of regional growth. While the term lacks a
clear, consistent definition, it refers broadly
to goods and services that derive their value
from aesthetic, intellectual, and emotional
properties. Examples of creative fields include graphic design, advanced computer
gaming, and the production of folk arts and
handicrafts.

Leverage federal recover y funds for the benefit of low-income
workers and low-wealth communities. In response to the recession,
the federal government is extending significant funding and support
for new models of workforce development, especially those linked
to health care and the “green economy.” Increasing federal support
provides proponents of jobs-centered development with an opportunity
to push for reforms and to partner with workforce institutions to better
ser ve low-income adults. This is especially critical since many agencies

At its core, the creative economy revolves
around entrepreneurs and small businesses.
Studies commissioned in North Carolina and
Arkansas found that most of the individuals
who work in the arts, entertainment/new
media and design are self-employed or employed in micro-enterprises. Nevertheless,
these small ventures produce significant
amounts of personal income. In Arkansas,
the 35,000 persons who work in creative
enterprises generate some $927 million in
personal income.

like two-year colleges currently are coping with rising ser vice demands

Small creative ventures also may have a significant regional impact – an impact demonstrated most clearly by the success of HandMade in America, a nonprofit organization
in western North Carolina. By helping local
artisans tap the economic potential of their
skills, organizing regional efforts, and promoting the field, HandMade in America
has fueled the creation of an industry that
accounts for $206.5 million in annual economic activity across a 25-county area.

track records of suppor ting business development in low-wealth

The relative youth of the creative economy
makes it a promising but relatively untested venue for jobs-centered development.
A central challenge will be to ensure that
efforts embody the key principles of jobscentered development, especially its commitment to the advancement of low-income
people and places.

Reductions in public and philanthropic resources likely will force

and declining state support; without funds and external support, they
likely will prove unable to maintain existing offerings, let alone seize
emerging opportunities (Figure 10).
In the same manner, some federal funds are flowing to help
entrepreneurs launch ventures and smaller businesses weather
the downturn. Nonprofits and public entities with successful
communities could leverage these new resources to help expand or
launch businesses in sectors of the economy tied to local assets.

Preser ve the capacity of workforce intermediaries. Workforce
intermediaries play a critical role in successful efforts, but even in the
best of times they struggle to secure funding and maintain capacity.
some intermediaries to scale back or shutter operations altogether.
Losing good intermediar y organizations will set back jobs-centered
development and prevent it from being able to respond in a timely
fashion to any eventual recover y. Funders of jobs-centered development
could help high-performing intermediaries secure the organizational
and financial resources needed to sur vive the recession.
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Advocate for increased social insurance and income supports for

“

The ongoing
recession is
fueling dramatic
increases in
joblessness,
poverty, and the
accompanying
hardships
across the
region.

”

low-income and jobless workers. The ongoing recession is fueling
dramatic increases in joblessness, poverty, and the accompanying
hardships across the region. At the same time, severe public budget
shortfalls are leading many states to reduce support for vital human
ser vices. Ideally, the current concerns over economic hardship will
provide an opportunity to advance policies and practices that strengthen
social insurance systems and income support programs. The rapid rise
in food stamp caseloads coupled with a temporar y federal increase in
benefit amounts, for example, may lead states to develop more effective
administrative and outreach methods for that program and other
related ones (e.g. benefit banks). Similarly, high unemployment rates
and federal financial incentives provide an opportunity to reform state
unemployment systems to make them more favorable to low-income
workers.
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The Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation’s mission is to
help people and places in the Southeastern US move out of
poverty and achieve greater social and economic justice. We
support a wide array of pathways out of poverty including
but not limited to jobs-centered development. To learn more
about the Foundation’s work, visit www.mrbf.org
The Babcock Foundation actively engages in learning about
various pathways out of poverty. This series of papers on
jobs-centered development originated as a learning tool for
our staff and board.
We welcome comment and conversation about the content
of these papers as part of our continual learning.
Contact us at:
Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation
2920 Reynolda Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
Gayle Williams, Executive Director
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